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SNOW AT NIGHT

Interim Travel Plans?

Augusta Wray

The snow falls like ghost-stars and lights the pines
With a pale luminosity that sheds
A radiance over the quiet woods.
It clings to the fringed branches with fingers
Soft as silence. No life nor any sound
Disturbs the scene, only the falling stars
Of snow, weaving a thick, warm, white blanket
To spread over the cold arms of the trees,
Outstretched as if to hold back the crouching
Darkness of the night; the frozen crystals
Glow calmly, without substance or shadow,
Until a white shroud blots out the landscape.

You've watched the video,
chosen your room mate,
asked your parents for extra
money, signed forms and
remembered you need a
passport, now what?

Check out the great Hekman
Library resources on the country
you plan to visit!

Encyclopedia of Food and Culture
Ref. GT 2850 .E53 2003

A temporary work of art, with no
two alike, what is that covering our
campus in white?
If you guessed snowflakes then you
are right, but…
According to chairperson of the Caltech
Physics department, Kenneth G. Libbrecht, the proper
term should actually be “snow crystals.”

From using chopsticks to the food culture of
the Balkan Peninsula, this is the book for you.
Sit back and travel with your taste buds
through this three volume set of all the
essential aspects of foods around the world.

Europa World Year Book
Ref. JN 1 .E85 2004

This book is available in paper form but also
online as the “Europa World Plus”
database. It contains high quality reference
information on countries and world affairs.

For more snow facts and to see examples of all the
different categories of snow crystals, go to:
www.snowcrystals.com

CIA World Factbook
(database)

You deserve a break! Did you know the
Cayvan Collection is home to the
library’s recorded media which includes our
audio and video collection.
Located on the 2nd floor, you will find CDs for your
listening pleasure and over 500 DVDs.
Save your movie money and check out titles available
at the Hekman Library. Sorry, popcorn does not come
with this deal.

This full text database offers country profiles
including geography, people, government,
economy, communications, transportation,
and transnational issues. It also includes
maps and country flags.

Still having difficulty with a few last minute
translations? Ask at the Research Assistance
desk for Cassell’s Dictionaries available in
French, Spanish, and Italian.

